PARTNER SOLUTION OVERVIEW — THREAT INTELLIGENCE

THREATQ AND
MANDIANT THREAT INTELLIGENCE
TM

Technology Segment: Threat Intelligence

With the combination of Mandiant Threat Intelligence and the ThreatQ platform, organizations can make threat intelligence actionable to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of
security operations programs.

THREATQ BY THREATQUOTIENTTM
ThreatQuotient’s solutions make security operations more efficient and
effective. The ThreatQ open and extensible platform integrates disparate
security technologies into a single security infrastructure, automating actions
and workflows so that tools and people can work in unison. Empowered with
continuous prioritization based on their organization’s unique risk profile,
security teams can focus resources on the most relevant threats, and collaboratively investigate and respond with the aim of taking the right actions faster.

MANDIANT THREAT INTELLIGENCE
Cyber attackers are often better trained, better funded and better staffed
than many security organizations. So security organizations must look for
ways to increase their own security expertise and effectiveness. They need to
improve their response capabilities and ensure their defenses are aligned
against the most likely threats—without breaking the bank. Cost-effective
Mandiant Threat Intelligence Subscriptions meet these challenges by providing a wide range of actionable threat data and finished intelligence to meet
the tactical and strategic intelligence needs of organizations of all sizes,
shapes and industries.

INTEGRATION
HIGHLIGHTS
Makes threat intelligence
contextual, tailored and
actionable to your security
mission.
Offers visibility beyond the typical
attack lifecycle, adding context
and priority to global threats with
MITRE ATT&CK.
Improves ability to prioritize and
remediate security alerts, and
patch security vulnerabilities
Delivers granular reports to help
align security programs and
resources against your most likely
threats and actors.
Provides user-configurable
Intelligence to eliminate noise at
the integration level.
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INTEGRATION USE CASES:
USE CASES

OBJECTIVE

Incident Validation and Prioritization

Determine which incidents are likely to pose a risk to the enterprise and prioritize those with the highest potential for negative
impact on the business

Incident Analysis

Answer questions about the who, what, why, when and how of
attacks.
Determine if attacks are still in progress and identify their effects

Containment and Remediation

Disrupt attacker communications
Remove malware and reverse changes
Eliminate vulnerabilities

Hunt Missions

Uncover previously undiscovered attacks related to current incidents or to threats targeting the enterprise’s industry, geographical locations, applications, etc.

ABOUT THREATQUOTIENTTM

ABOUT MANDIANT

ThreatQuotient’s mission is to improve the efficiency and
effectiveness of security operations through a threat-centric
platform. By integrating an organization’s existing processes
and technologies into a single security architecture, ThreatQuotient accelerates and simplifies investigations and collaboration
within and across teams and tools. Through automation,
prioritization and visualization, ThreatQuotient’s solutions
reduce noise and highlight top priority threats to provide
greater focus and decision support for limited resources.
ThreatQuotient is headquartered in Northern Virginia with
international operations based out of Europe, APAC and MENA.

Mandiant Solutions brings together the world’s leading threat
intelligence and frontline expertise with continuous security
validation to arm organizations with the tools needed to increase
security effectiveness and reduce business risk.
For more information, visit www.fireeye.com/mandiant.html

For more information, visit www.threatquotient.com.
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